How semantic technology helps fighting infectious diseases:
Biological systems approach to understand microbial pathogens
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Brief Description:
Semantic integration of microbial data with public resources creates a knowledgebase with functionally
categorized proteins and disease-related pathways. Biological signatures are identified and applied to
help prevent outbreaks.

Full Description / Abstract:




Bacterial and viral-caused infectious diseases account for major health threats, yet rapid detection,
discovery of causal relationships and prevention remains challenging. A wealth of information (and
even complete microbial genomes) exists, but integrated use in context of biological systems to
understand mechanisms in infectious diseases is just starting.
Semantic technology excels in its ability to contextually integrate multiple resources and create
biological signatures via semantic (SPARQL) queries.



This methodology identifies peptides from different microorganism with common disease causing
mechanisms, and applies resulting patterns as marker-based decision support to identify and
categorize microbial threats.



Semantic integration of experimental data with public resources (PATRIC, ICTV,
ORFeome, miRBase, BioCyc, KEGG) creates a knowledgebase with functionally
proteins, bacterial or virus-specific genes and their related pathways. Semantically
biological signatures apply SPARQL within Applied Semantic Knowledgebases (ASK)
outbreak detection and provide insights into microbial threats.
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Significance:
This presentation demonstrates a use case in which the application of semantic technology is pivotal - not
only to meaningfully integrate diverse resources, but also through the creation of biological signatures for
complex processes via SPARQL, leading to direct applicable decision support with major consequences
for the prevention of epidemic infectious diseases.

